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Klondike adventures building requirements

Klondike Adventures Help Group Photos for Mobile Devices Only izmanto Facebook. Lai sazinātos ar Klondike Adventures Help Group Photos for Mobile Devices Only, ieej Facebook.PieslēgtiesPievienotiesKlondike Adventures Help Group Photos for Mobile Devices Only izmanto Facebook. Lai
sazinātos ar Klondike Adventures Help Group Photos for Mobile Devices Only, ieej Facebook.PieslēgtiesPievienoties The following tips are taught by trial and error if you don't have someone to tell you about them before you get too far into the game. We're here to help you avoid common mistakes and
make the most of your time you have to play Klondike. Feel free to ask game question on the Klondike Addicts 101 wall anytime and it needs to be answered in a fairly short time by an administrator or experienced player. You'll find many of the early quests will instruct you on some basic gameplay
features. Vizor, the developer of the Klondike game has two very useful pages. Klondike Beginners and Klondike Fan PageGetting more neighbors are going to be a big help in this game. You need to visit them to help build energy, as well as send them free gifts to free gifts and receive free gifts from.
(Some guests along the way will require this.) Get more neighbors by joining our group To learn how to only add a neighbor InGame and not as an FB friend, follow this link. InGame Neighbors. Your Facebook friends who play Klondike will automatically appear on your neighbors' bar. Earn more coins
There are two tough things to do if you start. One is building energy to do things, the other is to buy coins to buy things you need (animals, buildings, plants, etc.) This file will help you with many tips offered by group members about where they find more coins. Coin File built your energy You will find
energy to be a problem if you first start. You will start the game with maximum energy of 15. After using it, you get +1 energy, once every 3 minutes until you're back to your maximum. (Energy/level) You can increase your energy above maximum in several ways. Eat energy foods. You will receive energy
when you visit neighbors and chop 5 free chops (total daily allowed 300). Chopping repeat on a single blue object will help you find more energy. (Items to chip at your neighbors for energy.) This energy will be piled on top of the energy you have when you start visiting. If you eat an energy food (received
from choppy on other countries and quest rewards early on) when you have one under maximum energy, the excess energy will contribute to your current energy. You can't eat energy foods if you're at maximum energy or higher. You'll be able to make small energy food in the barn, earn some as rewards
for completing guests, reward of exchanging horn collections, as Freebies from the Klondike Game Fan and when you start traveling, bring home items that will drop energy foods and load them at your home station. Don't let your workers and stones across your land. Allow them to chop them to the last 1
or 2 chops you can get yourself. Save the hides under this until you need an energy boost. Be sure to join maximum energy (max - 1+ eat largest energy item) before opening the hides. The energy that comes from this will add on top of what energy you currently have. Hire workers You will start the game
with 2 Free Inuits that will stay with you throughout your game on your home station. You'll want to make them work and help you clear your land at your home station. They can run the sawmill and quarry to help you get started with cleaning. You'll soon find you need more workers (And need more coins
to hire them!) You start the game with a tent on your home station that you can rent 1 worker for 1 1/2 hours in. You'll find that you need more workers soon and for them to work for longer periods of time. The ONLY requirement to build housing will be to build levels of The House with the Attic. Still, you
may find early on that you'll want more than one of them. To learn more about the workers, their costs and the housing builds and times, check out this file - Housing requirements and workers Cost From lvl 11, you can complete orders in the Dealer ship right from your House Station. Meet Captain Flint,
the permanent leader of the ship. He knows the sea like the back of his hand. You will get coins, energy snacks, XP or materials as a reward for completed orders. This is how the merchant ship works: Tap the ship to view orders, Create the items needed, Tap the check box to load the items on the ship,
repeat the same steps for all boxes. Once you're ready, tap 'Deliver'. The ship will be en route for 5h. In the meantime, you can create items for the next order. Note! You have 15h to perform the shipment; otherwise, the Ship will leave empty. Once the orders are shipped, you get coins, XP, snacks, and
tools. Where can I get and exchange collections? What for? Collections consist of items you can find in treasures in expedition countries (all countries except your Home Station). Exchange them to get prices. In the game there are different places where you can exchange collections. At Home Station,
you can view the collections in a special building. In expeditionary countries you can access the collections of the sled, the ship, the tent or the hot air balloon, depending on the area. If you have a collection completed, the icon will light up with three stars (in this building, you can see all collections and
rewards for them): If you've completed a collection, click Swap and get a reward. The rarest and most profitable collections are the Shaman and Hunting Sets, as well as a collection of stones. For these collections, you will receive the best rewards. What is the Order Board? Where can I get coins, XP,
tools? There is an order board at your home station next to the sled. If you type it, you see orders from Klondike characters. Complete orders to get XP, and tools. Tools can be received as a reward for completing orders from Sir Chaney. He rarely comes; about every 6th order comes from him. You can
also delete any order if it looks very difficult to complete. Tap the bucket icon next to the delivery button. A few moments later, a new order will appear. How can I see what's hidden behind the obstacles? Tap the yellow icon with an arrow to hide the biggest obstacles: Tap the icon with a tree: The biggest
obstacles will be hidden in this mode, you can also place your buildings in a more efficient way. To return to the normal view, tap the icon with a tree. How to cancel a craft in a factory? Unfortunately, you can't cancel or repeat a craft in factories. Factory workers will be very angry with you if you cancel
their jobs! They spent so much time and energy on it. But don't worry, all the items you make will be used in the future. You can also speed up production for seralds. How to sell a building/item? To sell a building/item at your Home station, you must do the following: tap and hold the building you want to
sell until it's green, at the bottom of your screen you'll see a menu; select the Wallet icon To sell an item from the storage you need to type and hold it in. In the menu that will appear select the amount you want to sell, using Plus/Minus tokens and tap Sale button. Note that not all buildings can be sold;
some of them are unique and important to the game. How can I get more workers? You need workers to help you in your buildings (Dairy, Pottery, etc.). At the top of a building, you can see the required number of workers. The more buildings you have, the more workers you need. When you tap an
apartment, you can see how many workers you have in total and how many of them are now free. If you hire workers, they produce certain goods in a particular building and then leave the station (you can't see these workers, but you can see that the number of workers you have in total has increased). If
you provide housing for them, they will remain forever. Just buy apartments at the market for coins  How to put a decoration or an item from the Station to Storage? To place a deco or an item from the Station to storage, you must do the following: tap and hold the building you want to put the storage
until it lights up with green color, select the Box icon in the menu that will appear at the bottom of the game screen, the item will appear at the Market under Corresponding tab. Note: Buildings (factories) cannot be placed in storage. How do I know how many workers I have? To know the exact number of
workers, tap any type of homes for workers. There you will see the total number of them and the number of workers now free and available. How do I know which object to cut? It's easy: just tap and hold an object to see what you're going to cut. I found a pre-set dynamite. Should I activate it? These
forgotten bundles of dynamite can in every place. Their number depends on the size of the country. Such dynamite helps you clean the environment and move forward faster. Just use your seerals to detonate the bundle. Please note that you will not be able to move it or place it on your storage. If you
don't want to spend seerals on it, you can go further on your own, without exploding it. How to play the mini-match in the sweet shop? The Sweet Shop is available at the market from lvl 7. Place it on the station and play the mini-match every 6 hours to win the Energy. Move tiles right/left/on/off. When two
tiles with the same item are side by side, they merge into one! Why doesn't energy refill all the time? Every 1.5 minutes you get 1 point of energy, providing you have less than 60 points (that's the maximum number of energy points for level 32). Once you reach 60 energy points, the automatic refill stops
working. If you want to add more energy to the energy bar, make it into the Cauldron or in other special buildings. There is no limit to how many energy points you can add to the energy bar. If you're sure your energy doesn't refill on its own, even when it's under 60, let us know, and we'll watch what's
going on. What can I use the coupons for? No one knows what's so special about this small sheet of paper, but it somehow helps fill slots in the merchant ship. Just tap a blank box and you'll see a blue button that suggests using coupons. And voila, no need to load your hard-earned goods! P.S. All the
coupons received are kept in storage. How can I make food for my animals and birds? You can make feeders for your chickens and hay for animals in the Barn. Once they're ready, they go to your market. Open the Animal tab, then the Food tab and drag the feeder/hay of the market. Meet our new
animals: – Sheep: available from level 17; a special feeder is made of Water and Grass in the Barn. Once you reach level 21, the Eskimos will tell you where to buy geese. Goose feed is made from wheat and sour cream; however, these geese are very picky and eat only from goose feeders made in the
Barn! When you reach level 23, our Shaman will show you where to buy the most profitable pets: pigs. Their feed is made of goose eggs, dry twigs and strawberries. These are all our animals from the farm. Don't forget to feed them, and they'll love to give you resources to get  What do I do once my
poultry site is full? Your poultry yard is full because your chicken has filled all free space with eggs. So just tap the poultry yard to invade  How can I get energy from golden statues? How can I use sweets? Golden statues of geese and chicken give you sweets; from statues of cows and sheep you get
chocolate; a golden statue of a giving you delicious truffles. Why Can't I Use My Research Facility not? Just cut the materials you created in your Research Facility (tap the blue balloon with the energy sign). After that, you can use the building Why do my animals keep disappearing? Animals in our game
are very dedicated to their master, so they never run away. You may have noticed the golden statues on the spot. Once fed for a certain number of times, animals turn into golden statues with prices. For example, a chicken eats 16 times and a cow eats 24 times. Then you need to buy new animals.
Animals you bought for smameralds also turn into gold statues full of prices. I have no coal, clay, quartet, stones, ice and other resources. Buy the Research Facility for coins at the market (available at lvl 10). There you can create iron ore, coal, ice, clay, quartet, stones, trees and bushes. Where can I
make energy? What are the Cauldron and Oven for? Energy snacks you find in expedition treasures can be used to produce energy in the Oven at home. Sweets (chocolate and caramel) that you get from golden statues of animals can be turned into energy in the Cauldron. Where can I get quartet?
Quartet deposits can be found at Home Station, in expeditionary land (all countries except the one where your farm is), and can also be created in the Research Facility (a special building available in the market for coins from lvl 10). How can I earn more coins? Rich and famous people of Klondike finance
magazine advise you the following: Complete orders from the Order Board, Make Gold Bars in the Crucifixion and sell them, Complete orders for the Merchant ship, Get coins for completing guests, Exchange collections, Sell treasures to the dealer. Why do I see a purchase coins pop-up screen while
planting crops? Two variants are possible here: either you run out of coins in the process of planting and get this pop-up to continue planting, or you accidentally touch the top right corner of the screen while planting. I don't know where to find or create an item. Shat should I do? If a quest requires you to
create, find, give away, or sell an item, and you have no idea where to find it, just tap Show or ? Button. One of them will guide you. You.
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